
Nautic Alert VTracker™ 
the New Standard for Simplicity and Reliability

Nautic Alert VTracker™ and mobile app provides an
extremely simple and reliable user experience for global
tracking, security, and monitoring providing an insurance 
compliant solution in a compact energy efficient design. 

VTracker provides state-of-the-art reliability, accuracy 
and power savings with nex-gen technology using two-way 
global satellite communication. 

VTracker offers vessel tracking, an anchor alarm, anti-theft, 
primary DC bank alerts and trending, and a fleet view 
interface. Dual configurable zone inputs, a dedicated 
solid-state switch output, a backup battery input, and a 
regulated 12V output allow for scalability of additional 
features such as a remote kill switch, security sensor, bilge 
pump float switch, backup battery or SOS button.

VTracker can be covertly installed and only requires battery 
power and antenna connections or can be easily expanded 
with security and bilge monitoring options.

Mobile app enables global reliable push notifications 
where text messaging and cellular service is deemed 
unreliable. The mobile app is available for Apple and Android. 

VTracker can be installed with an optional arming switch and visual LED indicator.  This enables a discrete visual 
indicator to be mounted separate from a hidden arming switch, which is otherwise typically located on or around the 
console where thieves know where to look.

Best of all, monthly costs for VTracker rival that of cellular IoT devices, and are 50-75% lower than alternative 
satellite-based trackers with two-way communications due to Nautic Alert proprietary and highly-optimized data 
payload transfers method.

Iridium High Performance Antenna
Note:  Sold separately

GPS High Performance Antenna
Note:  Sold separately



VTracker includes a high-precision ultra-reliable anchor alarm/geofence 
that can be set to as little as 50 feet, and intelligently auto adjusts as the 
signal degrades to prevent false alerts, where other products show 
movement. In addition, an optional Cloud Watch subscription enables 
fail-safe detection of a compromised system, notifying in minutes of an 
intentional communications jamming or removal attempt.

Mobile app enables route playback 
and an easy-to-use real-time fleet view 
at no additional costs. 

VTracker’s ultra-low power design draws 
60mA on 12V, enabling it to be used 24/7/365 
for months of continuous operation on a single 
house bank. 

An optional backup battery can be added
for power redundancy, and Nautic Alert’s 
mobile DC chart interface allows for visualized 
representations of battery trickle charge health 
and alerts.

Nautic Alert VTracker™ tracks the location of your boat or yacht in real-time with unmatched precision. 
Using the award-winning Nautic Alert SMART geofence technology, it will learn and detect the location and a change 
to the location in as little as 50 ft. with the high performance antennas using an onboard self-aware geofence, rather 
than a web-based geofence. 

ORDERING INFORMATION                          
                                                                                   Part Number            Price
Nautic Alert VTracker                                      NAVT-01                 MSRP:     $999
Iriduim Performance Antenna                     IRIDIUM-100              MSRP:     $254
GPS Performance Antenna                           AT-GPS-GLON-10      MSRP:     $267
Reporting Services Satellite (Monthly)     NARS-SS-ST-12          MSRP:       $30
                                                                                                                                          
OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
Antenna LMR Cable Assembly, 25ft           RF-CABLE-25FT         MSRP:    $154
GPS Antenna Cable Assembly, 50ft            RF-CABLE-50FT         MSRP:    $205
Iridium Antenna Cable Assembly, 50ft      RF-CABLE-50FT-I      MSRP:    $287
Antenna Pipe Adapter M18 to 3/4”             ATNPT-100                 MSRP:      $69                

                                                                        Note:  Prices subject to change

SPECIFICATIONS                            
DC Input Voltage: 6-37V DC      
Nominal Current: 60mA (12V)
-10 to 60C Ambient

WARRANTY
2-year non-transferable limited warranty                                                             

NauticAlert.com    |     support@nauticalert.com


